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Annual Press Conference on ASE 
Performance 
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H.E. Mr. Mohammed S. Horani, Chairman of 
the ASE and Mr. Jalil Tarif, the Executive 
Manager held the annual press conference of 
the ASE on January 15, during which they 
met with representatives from the press, TV, 
radio and news agencies. Light was shed on 
the ASE’s most significant achievements and 
developments as well as ASE performance 
during the year 2002. 
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It was stated during the conference that the 
ASE has maintained its exceptional 
performance for the second year in a row, 
whereby performance indicators showed a 
42% increase in the volume of trading, 
reaching JD950.3 million, and the market 
capitalization of listed shares equaled 
JD5029 million, at 12.3 % as compared with 
end of 2001 or 80.4% of the GDP. Share 
price index dropped by 1.6% by the end of 
2002 as compared to the end of 2001. The 
250 million Jordan Telecom Company (JTC) 
shares were listed on the first market, being 
the first government company privatized and 
listed. 
In 2002, the ASE reequipped the manual 
trading floor and converted it into an 
Investors Gallery. All the necessary tools, 
equipment and screens were put in to serve 
investors and enable them to follow up 
trading and prices on line. This gallery is 
considered as one of the most state-of-the-art 
halls in the Middle East, and its inauguration 
was part of the ASE policy of spreading 
information, and stepping up transparency, 
efficiency and fairness. The ASE also 
completed phases two and three of the 
Management Information System (MIS) 
which would largely facilitate work within 
the various departments. The ASE set up a 
Disaster Recovery Site on the fifth floor of 
the Housing Bank complex, which would be 
activated in case of emergency or faliure of 
equipment at the headquarters, in order to 
enable brokerage firms to pursue their work 
and complete the trading session as usual. 
As for investment culture awareness, the 
ASE continued to publish its periodical 
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publications, in addition to some introductory 
material that were prepared for this purpose. 
The new Companies Guide was released in 
its new form and rich content, many lectures 
were given at several universities, institutes 
and institutions, and fluxes of students were 
received from various Jordanian universities, 
institutes and schools. All these efforts were 
reflected in the growing number of hits of the 
ASE website in 2002 which have amounted 
to 57.1 million hits against 15.5 million in 
2001. 
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Approval of Margin Financing 
Regulations 

HI9Jא!KLM!NO%PQ'א!R9PSL=T!$5אUV 
The JSC approved the new Margin Financing 
Regulations to be effective as of March 1st, 
2003. A number of conditions are now 
required of brokers in order for them to be 
granted a license to practice marginal 
financing, by setting a minimum capital and 
equity of no less than one million JD, not to 
have breached the solvency standard over the 
last six months, to have the needed technical 
and managerial capabilities to practice 
marginal financing, and to present a bank 
guarantee of a JD0.25 million. The JSC is 
entitled to impose additional requirements on 
any broker that files for a license. The 
regulations set the ceiling for marginal 
financing at three times the net equity of the 
licensed broker, and the ceiling of marginal 
financing from the paid in capital of the 
licensed broker cannot exceed two times the 
net equity of the same broker, excluding 
banks. The amounts of finance given to any 
client cannot exceed 10% of the net equity 
held by the licensed broker or 3.5% of the 
ceiling of marginal financing for banks or 
JD0.5 million, whichever is lower. The 
regulations also oblige brokers to open up 
special marginal financing accounts for 
desirous clients, while it is forbidden for any 
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person to open more than one marginal 
financing account at licensed brokers. The 
broker is committed to secure the first 
margin from the client prior to any purchase 
of securities, and the licensed broker shall 
calculate the maintenance margin for each 
account on a daily basis, provided that the 
client adjusts his account to remain within 
the margins set by the JSC. The JSC has the 
power to stop a broker from granting any 
additional financing, opening up new client 
accounts or buying securities with marginal 
financing if the licensed broker violates any 
of the stipulated terms and conditions or 
committed a breach of the law or instructions 
issued by virtue thereof. 
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Best Practices for Capital Market 
Development in Transition Economies  
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The ASE is to take part in the “Best 
Practices for Capital Market Development in 
Transition Economies” meeting to be held in 
Almati, Kazakhistan by Federation of Euro-
Asian Stock Exchanges FEAS in cooperation 
with the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development OECD. Mr. 
Nader Azar, the assistant to the Executive 
Manager will be presenting a paper on the 
Jordanian capital market in general with a 
special reference to the ASE. The paper 
covers the most important legislative 
developments, namely laws, instructions and 
regulations which tally with international 
standards, as well as technical developments 
that were made over the recent few years, 
such as electronic trading, clearing and 
settlement, and the automation of capital 
market institutions in such a manner that 
guarantees efficiency, fairness, and swiftness 
to create a suitable and attractive investment 
environment. 
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ASE Resolution 
 5Uא$אR!א'&%$#"! 

The Executive Manager has decided the 
following: 

- List the first issue of the Treasury Bonds, 
as of January 28, 2003. The maturity date 
is 29/12/2007, the total number of the issue 
100,000 bonds with a total value of JD 100 
million, and 5.25% interest rate. 

- Suspend the dealing on the shares of 
National Industries Company through the 
Third Market as of January 26, 2003, 
following the decision was taken by the 
company’s General Assembly in it extra 
ordinary meeting of voluntary liquidation 
for the company. 

- De-list the investment units of the Housing 
Bank Fund as of January 27, 2003 after 
transfer it to an open-end mutual fund. 

- Resume trading on the shares of Union 
Chemical & Vegetable Oil Industries 
Company as of January 13, 2003, 
following the completion of its capital 
reduction procedures from 4.95 million 
shares to 2.5 million shares. 
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Founding Committee Meeting of the 
Unified Arab Stock Exchange 

 !"S@5='9(!א'&%$#"!א`ab!"S0SXcQ'א!"/dL'א!e9PQfא
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The ASE, represented by its Executive 
Manager Mr. Jalil Tarif, participated in the 
meeting of the founding committee of the 
Unified Arab Stock Exchange born out of 
the Federation of Arab Stock Markets, which 
was held in Beirut last January, to review 
steps taken for the establishment of the said 
exchange. The Committee laid out the legal 
framework and means of implementation for 
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setting up the unified exchange.  
On the sideline, the inauguration of the 
Federation’s headquarters, was celebrated in 
the Lebanese capital. It had been decided 
back in 1982 when the Federation was set 
up to have Beirut as its headquarters. 
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Privatization Six Years Later 
 hא%M+!"QX!$>5I!<=@!"S#9iQ'א 

The Privatization Executive Commission 
report on the achievements of the 
Privatization Program over the last six years 
indicated that partially or wholly privatized 
projects secured about one billion US 
dollars’ returns, part of which was invested 
to finance vital projects affecting all 
segments of the society, such as civil and 
military housing, telecommunications, water 
projects, universities, hospitals and ground 
stations. The report also stated that part of 
these returns was used to extinguish 
Jordan’s external debt, and JD100 million 
were allocated to the Economic and Social 
Transition Program that aims at raising the 
standard of living of Jordanians. It was said 
that privatization returns became a source of 
finance to economic development efforts 
and general projects for the Jordanian 
economy. Moreover, these returns, mostly in 
US dollars, contributed to the improvement 
of Jordan’s Balance of Payment and 
bolstered the Kingdom’s foreign official 
reserves. The Economic and Social 
Transition Program which is largely 
financed by privatization returns accelerated 
the privatization pace of several projects 
such as the electricity, potash and 
telecommunications companies. 
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""""""b%&'%¬אK" ¢%2Fא" b%*KDz'K" bc%TkcאK" ?D{;&$אK" #4(Fא

""=2P,aא"b%sא�K"b%2AzC;FאK" .""""Äא`[J"Lg"DED)C$א" Dpא�" %9R
""،=2J,%א�"L-,a245="אE('"(E(;k"<"n(�Cא$&5א3)"א�"¢@f"y'

"""""" À0>'"µ2TÊ"�." =v%P.١٠٠""""(3א$&5א" ¢@f" y'" ,%BE-" L520'""
"""¤;SC$" "א¥%-½ #*%9CJcאK" ?-%TC~cא" o5SC$א" �'%4�$

¤24-,aא" =z2&'" |5C;'" .""""=28%�C$א" "*5א3) Lg" DED)C$א" ¤MK
"""""=E-%TC~cא" =29BC$א" b5-אp1" IE59C$" Äא,(T'" �S>8g
""""""XM" �9f%�" %9*" ÄYiv" #4-,aא" -%TC~Y$" "א$&%'= b%*KDzFאK
"""[2'" ¤;�" <" #{ED'aא" ,cK($%M" %p9£&'K" "א$&5א3) ¢@f"""Lא

"""""y'" ={0990$" =2ËD$א"b%2H%2C_cא" [E[&kK" #4-,aא"b%*5v(Fא
=2>BJaא"bY9&$א"."""""?-%TC~cא"o5SC$%4'�"אDM"Lg"DED)C$א"�A$K

"*5א3)" y'" XB'" >R" `[J" IE5U" eCE" "א$@? #*%9CJcאK
"+(E(*"b%*KDzF" =28%�C$א" +kK"�ED;k"<" epא�" =28%�C$א

""K"=2MD&$א"®%k5>$אK"`%MDp{$א"b%RDq"%pB'bc%Tkcא. 
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ASE’s Performance During January 
 1a9W'א!?%a9j!5kD!,l;!"#$%&'א(!א*+ 

The trading volume of the ASE reached 
JD73.9 million during January, which 
witnessed 20 trading days. The general price 
index, weighted by market capitalization, 
closed at 172.65 points at the end of 
January, an increase of 1.6% of 2002 
closing.  

"" Dpq"oYZ"L%9*" =8,5M"<"oKא(C$א" e�_"À0M"""""#4%Q$א" L54%R
)٧٣,٩"("|('"h0*"I��"،,%BE-"L520')٢٠"(oKא(k"n5E"."%'g

"""""n%&$א" "א$(#�%2 e~D$א" §0�g" ()v" ep�aא" ,%&�g" =RD6" =>;B$%M
" =92)$%M" °JDFא"" "א$#4%Q"א$;5~2= L54%R" Dpz$(B*"")١٧٢,٦٥"(

"،=s)4XC>;4"}%Ak,%M)"١,٦"(٪""�Y�."�'"=4,%)'٢٠٠٢". 

I:D7:"::::#$%&'א(!א*+!R5א   !!!!!!!  !ASE's Performance Indicators 
 % 

Change 
2002 ,>+!?%a9j 
December 

2003 1a9m!?%a9j 
January 

 

Trading volume (JD million) 35.1 54.7 73.9 "oKא(C$א"e�_),%BE-"L520'( 
Avg. Daily Trading Value (m) 23.3 3.0 3.7 oKא(C$א"e�)')L520אo(&F"א6"#'52$
No. of Traded Shares (m) 30.5 34.4 44.9 "ep�aא"-(*)L520'( 
No. of Contracts"(thousand) 38.1 30.7 42.4 "-5)&$א"-(*)G$a%M( 
No. of Bonds Traded (th) 275.0 0.4 1.5 =$Kא(CFא"bא(B;$א"-(*)G$a%M( 
Value of Bonds Traded (JD m) 200.0 0.2 0.6 "=$Kא(CFא"bא(B;$92="א~)L520' ( 
Market Capitalization (JD m) 1.1 5029.0 5085.1 "=2~5;$א$(92="א)L520'( 

 

Foreign Investment 

 

n/fA$9!א:PWQXYא 

! The value of shares purchased by 
Non-Jordanians in January equaled 
JD5.8 million, 56.9% of which were 
purchased by Non-Arabs. 

! The value of shares sold by Non-
Jordanians was JD11.6 million, 53.4% 
of which were sold by Non-Arabs. 

! During this month, net Non–Jordanian 
investments showed a negative balance 
of JD5.8 million. 

! By the end of January, shares owned 
by non-Jordanians represented 37.5% 
of ASE capitalization, 28.2% of which 
are owned by Arab investors and 9.3% 
by Non-Arabs. 

 

!M"oYZ"¤24-,aא" �" I>~" y'" "אwzFא+ ep�aא" =92~" ��0"
" Dpq#4%Q$א" L54%R")٥,٨" (%pB'" ،,%BE-" L520'")٥٦,٩"(٪

"�"yED9QC;FÁD*". 

!""���0M" ""=92�~ ep�aא "=*%>Fא" y' I>~" �" ¤24-,aא"  ""
)١١,٦"(""%pB��'"،,%B��E-"L52��0')٥٣,٤"(٪""I>��~"y��'"%p&2��M"d

"�"yED9QC;'ÁD*"". 

!" À0M"א@f" oYZ"¤24-,aא" �" ,%9QCא�" <%8 pz$א" D)٥,٨"(
"L520',%BE-¶$%;$%M"". 

!"""¤24-,aא"�"I>~"y'"=R509Fא"ep�a�0"א{q"")٣٧,٥"(٪""y'
" <" =8,5>0$" "א$;5~2= "א$#4%Qא$(92= L54%R" =E%p4،""%pB'"

)٢٨,٢"(٪K"،ÁD*"yED9QC;F)٩,٣"(٪ÁD&$א"�$. 
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M92T$5!אWjAא'=`5!א!R9j5`'9אkPkX+!$9=X+!Z!o9 "      """"9kPkX+!$9=X+!Z!o9p92q5!אWjAא'=`5!א!R9j5`'א 
!!!!!!!!  Top Ten Performers  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Lowest Ten Performers  

 

Company’s  
 Name 

٪ 
" 

�Y�]א 
Closing

=RDz$א"eא�   Company’s   
 Name 

٪ 
# 

�Y�]א 
Closing

=RDz$א"eא� 

Philadelphia 
Investment Bank 28.1 0.41 ,%9QC�Y$"%2A$-Y2v"¦BM 

 Middle East 
Complex Eng.& 
Elec. 

24.1 0.72 
"j�Kaא"�Dz$�91"א
=2�(B¥א"b%*%BT0$ 

Al-Sharq 
Investment Project 14.9 0.74 

"�E,%z90$"�Dz$א
=E,%9QC�cא 

 International For 
Optical & Hearing 21.8 0.67 

%BT$"=2F%*="א$&
b%2&9;$אK"b%EDT>$א 

Jordan Trading 
Facilities 9.6 0.47 

"=E,%�C$א"bY2p;C$א
=24-,aא 

 Arab Banking 
Corporation 20.8 1.22 

"=2MD&$א"=;�VFא"¦BM
=2vDTFא 

Jordan Central 9.3 0.39 =24-,aא=E[RDFא" 
 Middle East Phar. 

Ind. 18.4 0.58 
"j�Kcא"�Dz$א

%BT0$=23אK($א"b%* 

Pearl Sanitary Paper 7.5 1.85 
אBT$"+V$V0$%*="א5$,�"

#ST$א 
 Arabian Seas 

Insurance 16.7 0.70 ¤' C0$"=2MD&$א",%S>$א 

Jordan Gulf Bank 7.1 0.39 �20א�K"L-,aא"¦BM 
 Arab Electrical 

Industries 13.3 0.68 
"b%*%BT0$"=2MD&$א

=23%MDp{$א 
Al-Ekbal Printing & 
Packaging 6.9 1.34 G20�C$אK"=*%>s0$"o%>~]א  Industrial Dev. Bank 13.3 1.11 #*%BT$א"`%Ìcא"¦BM 

Jordan French 
Insurance 6.8 2.47 ¤' C0$"=2;4DA$24="א-,aא 

 National Cable & 
Elec. Wires 12.7 0.71 

"IMא$}5א"=*%BT$"=2BH5$א
=23%MDp{$א"¿Y�cאK 

Jordan Telecom 6.8 2.21 =24-,aא"bc%Tkcא 
 Arab Paper 

Converting Ind. 12.5 0.54 
"+,%�K"�2BTC$"=2MD&$א

 א5$,�
Arab International 
Hotels 6.5 1.59 �-%BA0$"=2$K($2="אMD&$א  Beit El-mal Saving 

& Investment 9.8 1.01 ",%Z-Y$"o%F�2"אM 

 

9.7 Million Visitors to ASE’s Website   ٩,٧!uavabא!KLM!"#$%&'א!wU%8!5xאy!?%SLI! 
 

The number of visitors to the ASE website 
witnessed a notable increase during January 
reaching 9.7 million, compared to 2.4 million 
during January 2002. 

""""""""""""""#4%Q$א"L54%R"Dpq"oYZ"=�8,5>$5~��"אF"yED�3א$]א"-(�*"(p�q
'l"L52��0אD��3،"")"٩,٧(I��8K"^��2_"=�5S0��'"+-%��El".�"_5א$��#"

"�'"=4,%)')٢,٤"(#P%Fא"n%&$א"y'"Dpz$א"/AB$"D3אl"L520'. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=2J,%א�"b%~Y&$אK"¡%¹aא"+D3א- """" """"""           """""""""""""""""""     Research & External Relations Department 

 

?9:::::P:M!":::#$%:@  !!!  !!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!       !!Amman Stock Exchange!
"L%JD*–"=20Zא,+"א$)אlK"ÁD~"  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !  Arjan - Near Ministry of Interiors 

"Gk%f٥٦٦٤١٠٩"–"٥٦٦٤٠٨١"/�R%v"""""٥٦٦٤٠٧١Â"""""."Á٢١٢٤٦٦"L%��9*"""١١١٢١""−L-,aא" 
Tel. 5664081 – 5664109      Fax 5664071      P.O. Box 212466  Amman 11121 – Jordan 

"#4Kw{$]א"(E�$א":E-Mail :  info@ase.com.jo  
 : �4w4]:www.ase.com.jo:"Web Site"אq"h0*"�~5F<}="א
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